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INTRODUCTION

Secure storage never looked so good.
As firms work to recruit and retain top talent, establishing aesthetically
pleasing and functional work environments has become a top priority.
Spacesaver Day Use Lockers optimize form and function,
providing secure storage for personal items inside a sleek,
customizable design. Modular sizes and a variety of finishes
and locking options help ensure a perfect fit for any space.
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ONE

Made for your space.
The design team for this accounting firm created
an appealing work environment while also optimizing
expensive square footage in one of Manhattan’s
most prestigious buildings. Open work spaces
around the perimeter offer stunning views of Times
Square and the surrounding area, and banks of
white lockers brighten corridors and workspaces
toward the building’s core.

PICTURED HERE:
4-Tier 72” Tall Lockers
4” Recessed Base
Steel Doors in Cottonwood
Combination Locks
Number Tags

THE PERFECT FIT
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TWO

Durable appeal.
When the time came to remodel this global
firm’s Canadian headquarters, the planning
team wanted the firm’s commitment to
sustainability to extend to every aspect
of the renovation project. One of the top
priorities was to invest in lockers and other
fixtures that would endure years of daily use,
rather than purchasing low-quality items
that would need to be replaced frequently.

AN INVESTMENT IN QUALITY

PICTURED HERE:
5-Tier 68” Tall Lockers
4” Recessed Base
Steel Doors in Cottonwood
Combination Locks
Custom Number Graphics
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Smart Security
Clients at this spa were frequently misplacing their keys
to the change room lockers, which resulted in frustration,
inconvenience, and a decreased capacity to welcome guests.
The local Spacesaver consultant helped design lockers that
not only look beautiful and eliminate the need for keys, but
that also added 80 locker openings to the same space.

PICTURED HERE:

2-Tier 72” Tall Lockers
Laminate Doors
RFID Locks

Fits to a Z
Staff at this sports and entertainment
company needed durable, practical
personal storage in the firm’s newly
renovated headquarters. Z-Lockers, so
named for their door shape, optimize
space by providing narrow spaces for
hanging coats and jackets, along with
wider spaces for gym bags, shoes,
and other bulky items.

PICTURED HERE:
69” Tall Z–Lockers
4” Recessed Base
Laminate Doors
Key Locks (no batteries required)
Door Pulls
Number Tags
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THREE

Peace of mind.
In an effort to improve access to health services,
this university relocated a wellness center and
a counseling clinic to the heart of campus. They
wanted a secure place for students to put their
textbooks, backpacks, and other belongings
during appointments so that students would
feel comfortable during their sessions, without
having to worry about forgetting their belongings
or wondering if they were secure.

PICTURED HERE:
3 Tier 72” Tall Lockers
4” Recessed Base
Steel Doors
Sloped Tops
Digilock in Shared-Use Mode

Protecting Intellectual Property
To assure clients that their intellectual property is secure, this
high-profile technology consulting firm prohibits employees from
taking phones or other personal electronic devices into work
areas. Employees need secure, reliable office lockers to store their
phones and other personal belongings while they’re working.

PICTURED HERE:

5 Tier 74” Tall Lockers
4” Recessed Base
Steel Doors
Number Tags
Integrated Combination Locks
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PICTURED HERE:
5-Tier 60” Tall Lockers
6” Locker Base
Steel Doors in Black
Digilock Lock
Number Tags

GROW & RECONFIGURE

FOUR

Modularity.
Modular lockers were a must for this firm, which
was growing rapidly. The designers wanted to see
which configurations would be most appealing
to employees and also add lockers as the team
grows. After an initial test period, reconfiguring
the lockers was relatively simple: columns of
lockers were mixed and matched to achieve ideal
configurations on multiple floors. There’s also room
for additional columns in the future.

Some employees need to store insulin or other refrigerated medications at work. To accommodate this need, Spacesaver
can create perforated day use lockers for small refrigeration units. In this open office, the perforated lockers were designed to
blend in seamlessly with other day use lockers, and they’re conveniently located near the office’s cafe and kitchen areas.
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CATEGORY: WALL PARTITIONS, SCREENS, DIVIDERS

2018 BEST OF NEOCON SILVER AWARD

Enduring solutions for modern workplaces.
At Spacesaver, we know that innovative workplaces boost employee engagement
and productivity. That’s why we work with architects, designers, and our clients
to design personal storage solutions that are aesthetically pleasing while also
offering durability and peace of mind.
As you begin designing a new or renovated office, contact your local Spacesaver
consultant to request a free space assessment and learn more about designing
lockers that are a perfect fit for your space and your company’s culture.
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